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ADELAIDE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS WHO CHASE THE REMARKABLE

Your wedding photography as it should be – Fun, authentic awe-inspring photography and videography for your unforgettable day.

As experienced event photographers based in Adelaide, you can trust us as wedding photographers to capture timeless moments on your special day!




GET IN TOUCH!
VIEW WEDDING PACKAGES




























































ADELAIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS AND VIDEOGRAPHERS WHO WON’T TURN YOU INTO MANNEQUINS!

We offer more than just stunning photos; we create a personal experience. Our aim is to tell the story of your personalities coming together, and we do this by keeping things chill and blending into your day.

VIVID, NATURAL, AWE-INSPIRING PHOTOGRAPHY

We are a seasoned husband and wife Adelaide wedding photographer team, our goal is to capture the essence of your personalities and unique love story in a relaxed, fun manner, allowing your genuine emotions to shine through in every photo.













You made the awkwardness of having our photos taken, such a fun and memorable experience!





Ayla Rabbet




Simply brilliant photographer!





Stephanie Benham




My mother has already tried to book for my 3 other sisters who are yet to be engaged let alone married





Kimberley & Matthew




Your love for seagulls made us laugh!





Michelle Markow




It’s a breath of fresh air when you can tell someone really enjoys their job!





Jess Oconnell




We were truly amazed by his drive and enthusiasm on the day to get every shot!





Lauren O’Loughlin




Steven truly went above and beyond to make our day unforgettable.





Stacey Deans




He even got my 90 year old Mother to laugh and enjoy the shoot!





Annabell Hall
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LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHER AT HEART, WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS BY NATURE

South Australia is a beautiful corner of the world, and chances are the venue you’ve chosen is no exception. We want to showcase you as a couple in the most stunning way possible!

We offer transparent wedding packages at our studio, and uphold a strong commitment to eco-friendly practices, being proud members of ‘1% for the Planet’. Our approach has positioned us among the top wedding photographers in Adelaide.





BOOK NOW!






















VISIT SOME REAL WEDDINGS, REAL STORIES IN PHOTOS

Our ultimate goal as wedding photographers is to tell the story of the people in our images. Visit a gallery of moments we’ve captured below and our photography should help you understand each couple a little better!








Baby Spencer’s Newborn Shoot
April 10, 2024/by Steven Duncan





Chesser Street Office Wedding – Rachele & Jacob
April 9, 2024/by Steven Duncan





Botanic Gardens, Araucaria Avenue Wedding – Jade & Hazim
April 4, 2024/by Steven Duncan





St Casimir Church Wedding – Maristella & Romualdas
March 12, 2024/by Steven Duncan





Adelaide Marriage Registration Office Wedding – Claudia & Chevy
March 4, 2024/by Steven Duncan





Botanic Park Family Shoot – Dahlia’s 1st Birthday
February 26, 2024/by Steven Duncan


Load more












YOUR LOVE IN MOTION

Going beyond ‘just’ wedding photographers, we can bring your big day to life with our unique, emotion-filled wedding videography, capturing every moment in a style that’s uniquely yours.

From the nostalgia of vintage super 8 film, immersive experience of virtual reality or the breathtaking aerial footage only a drone can provide, as a wedding videographer we capture your candid moments with a fun and artistic flair, so you can relive every heartfelt moment with truly vibrant details.



MORE ON VIDEOGRAPHY














PHOTO BOOTH HIRE

Spice up your wedding photography with a twist of fun – our dynamic open-air photo booth! Perfect for adding a playful element to any celebration, our photo booth offers endless entertainment for guests!

Alongside snapping vibrant photos, allow your guests give you a ‘call’ with our audio guest book, creating a charming and unforgettable audio keepsake of your special day.



MORE ON PHOTO BOOTH HIRE








WHY CHOOSE US FOR YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY IN ADELAIDE?

With us, you’re not just getting wedding photographers; you’re gaining partners who are as invested in your wedding as you are. We will treat your day as if we were our own wedding photographer!

Wherever your dream wedding takes you, we’re there to capture your unique love story. Be it in the vineyards of Barossa Valley, the Adelaide Hills or Mclaren Vale, the vibrant cities of Darwin, or Hobart, or even abroad, our tailored photography packages are designed to suit your day perfectly.

We can list hundreds of wedding venues around South Australia and the world, we have covered as a photographer and you can view our weddings here on our website to help you choose the one that’s perfect for you!

Choosing us for your Adelaide wedding photography means partnering with passionate people who make the experience enjoyable and stress-free. Trust us to seize the beauty and joy of your special day, leaving you with images of timeless memories to treasure forever.





WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
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   david gregan 
 9 December 2023
 
 
  Having Steven from SvenStudios as our wedding photographer is one of the best decisions we made for our special day.

All of the photos looked stunning, with the ability to not only capture all the moments candidly, but with a creative flair as well. He made us all very comfortable for the whole day, and has an amazing ability to wrangle a large group of people, whilst also keeping it fun with a good sense of humour.

Leading up to the wedding Steven was very easy to deal with, and also prompt at replying to emails. He really did go above and beyond our expectations by also capturing a highlight reel, and a 360 video of the ceremony.

Would 100% recommend SvenStudios to anyone.
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   Laura Goodwins 
 8 December 2023
 
 
  Great products and timely service! Would definitely recommend :)
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   Debbie Th 
 28 November 2023
 
 
  I received my charm today , love it. Great service and quality. My daughter will love it when we pin it to her wedding bouquet. A tribute to her dad after he passed 13yrs ago.
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   aylafromaustralia 
 19 November 2023
 
 
  SvenStudios We honestly can't thank you enough for the beautiful words you wrote in our sneak peek, your flexibility in the lead up to our day, and of course - your incredible work.
We absolutely loved working with you & you made the awkwardness of having our photos taken, such a fun and memorable experience!
Every single one of our friends and family commented on your professionalism, your work ethic & your infectious personality.
We are so grateful to have you capture our day, these are memories that we will cherish forever!
Ayla Rabbett
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   Jazzy Lee D 
 16 November 2023
 
 
  Absolutely amazing to quality product and the service was wonderful. So easy and also so helpful… I highly recommend this product and supplier!!
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   Dianne 
 9 November 2023
 
 
  I bought a beautiful charm from here. The quality and size of it is great, and the photo is very clear and easy to see. It was easy to send my photo through, the custumer service was great and it arrived quickly with a cute little bag to keep it in and a ribbon to easily attach it to my bouquet. Thank you 😊
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   Alice Rojas 
 9 November 2023
 
 
  I contacted Steven for my memory pin for my wedding day bouquet and he was so easy and professional to deal with. The quality was of the best. He did an amazing job. I also ordered a pin for my husband as a gift on the day of our wedding to place inside his jacket. He was blown away by such a special gift. We felt like our loved ones that weren’t able to be there in the flesh walked with us all day in spirit.
Thank you again Steven. Highly recommend.
Packing and delivery were perfect.
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   Mina Minas 
 9 November 2023
 
 
  I'm really happy with the overall service and satisfied with product I've ordered.
It is a memorable memento for my daughter's wedding on 3rd January 2024.
We both can't wait to see it on her wedding bouquet as she walks down the aisle.
Thanks so much Steven.
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   Holly Newson 
 1 November 2023
 
 
  I purchased 4 special charms for my sisters wedding, they are absolutely beautiful! I couldn’t be happier with them along with the fantastic customer service and communication! Thank you so much!
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   Stacey Deans 
 10 October 2023
 
 
  Choosing SvenStudios as our wedding photographer was one of the best decisions we made for our special day. Steven’s expertise in capturing beautiful moments is truly remarkable. His decisiveness in directing us and the wedding party made us feel all at ease and his guidance resulted in some of the most amazing wedding photos I’ve ever seen.
What sets Steven apart is not just his talent, but also his incredible personality. He was a joy to work with, bringing a sense of calm and positivity to every moment. His commitment to getting the perfect shot was evident throughout the day, and his passion for photography shone through in every frame he captured.
Steven truly went above and beyond to make our day unforgettable.
Our wedding day memories will be made even more special by the breathtaking photos, which turned out better than we could have ever imagined!
If you’re looking for a wedding photographer that will exceed all your wildest expectations, we cannot recommend Steven enough!
  
 
  
  
 
 
   Google rating score: 5.0 of 5, based on 116 reviews 
 
  
 
 


READ MORE REVIEWS
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We’d love to be your wedding photographer and videographer! Get in contact to request your date, and have a bit of a chat!



Contact Us
Name * 
E-Mail * 
Subject *Subject*
Wedding Photography
Wedding Videography
Photobooth Hire
Photoshoot
Other


Tell us about your day! Venue, date, etc *
How did you find us?How did you find us?

Google
Facebook
Instagram
Easy Weddings
ABIA
Friend Recommendation
Other
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Adelaide Photography Services
				Wedding Photography
	Wedding Videography
	Photo Booth Hire
	Live Stream Service




						Newborn Photography
	Family Photography
	Couples Photography




						Online Shop
	Audio Guest Book Hire
	Bridal Bouquet Charms
	HandMade Wedding Items
	Super 8 Film to Digital
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				About SvenStudios
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		Around Australia
				Adelaide
	Darwin
	Hobart
	Canberra
	Perth


International
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Address:
40 Horseshoe dr Aberfoyle Park, South Australia 5159

 



Hours:

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 09:00 – 17:00








Phone: 0401403080





ABN – 81371854076
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